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NAVY/USMC: 
Navy to Demo Swarming Drones at Sea in July 
The Navy will launch its first at-sea "air show" of dozens of drones swarming in formation late next 
month, officials with the Office of Naval Research said Friday. 
The demo will feature more than 30 Raytheon-built Coyote unmanned aircraft systems launched in 
rapid succession and flying in formations, thanks to ONR's Low-Cost UAV Swarming Technology 
(LOCUST). 
At $15,000 per unit, the drones are cheap enough to be expendable if needed and, launched at high 
numbers, they can overwhelm enemy forces while requiring little human supervision. 
ONR wrapped up a series of land tests this week with an experiment at Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona, 
where 31 of the 12-14 pound Coyotes were tube-launched in approximately 40 seconds and proceeded 
to conduct a series of swarm formations and maneuvers, Vice Adm. Rick Breckenridge, deputy 
commander of U.S. Fleet Forces Command, told an audience at the Pentagon on Friday. 
"It's going to change some of the calculus of how we operate," Breckenridge said of the technology. 
Lee Mastroianni, ONR's program manager for LOCUST, told Military.com that the at-sea demonstration 
would take place off the East Coast, with the swarm of UAVs launched from the Sea Fighter, a small-
waterplane-area twin-hull platform used by ONR for experimentation and research. 
"We'll launch large numbers of them, doing swarm operations, flying around, doing a number of 
different flight profiles, then doing a land recovery," Mastroianni said. "We're flying them in different 
flight configurations where they're in very tight, and then they're going to change the relationship they 
all are to one another." 
The swarming technology allows the drones to relate to each other spatially and fly their swarm 
formations with minimal human direction or intervention, which Mastroianni noted is key for practical 
and efficient unmanned technology that decreases the warfighter's burden. 
"We have an operator that's monitoring it, keeping eyes on what's going on, and can reach in and 
change things if they want to," he said. "But the reality is, [the drones are] flying themselves, they're 
performing their mission and the operator's supervisory. So it tremendously reduces the workload to be 
able to control large numbers of UAVs." 
The swarm can expend enemy resources by drawing fire or safely conduct tasks such as intelligence-
gathering or jamming communications that might otherwise be accomplished with manned aircraft. 
Mastroianni said he plans to recover all the Coyote UASs used in next month's demonstration so he can 
refurbish and re-use the drones for future tests and to avoid having to send divers into the Atlantic 
Ocean to recover them. 
But officials have said they hope to drive the unit costs even lower -- to $10,000 or below -- to make 
them even easier to expend if needed. 
Following the demo, Mastroianni said he expects ONR to announce its outcome and to incorporate 
findings and lessons learned in future testing. He said officials plan to continue development on the 
capability of the swarming drones to conduct maneuvers across the battlespace. 
http://www.military.com/daily-news/2016/06/24/navy-to-demo-swarming-drones-at-sea-
in-july.html 
Return to Top 
U.S. Navy Drone Choppers Hunted a Top Terrorist in Africa 
On Jan. 14, 2014, USS Elrod left her home port in Norfolk, Virginia for what, to outsiders, might have 
seemed like a routine six-month trip to the Mediterranean. 
Carrying a detachment of four MQ-8B Fire Scout drone helicopters, the nearly 30-year-old frigate would 
visit various ports and train with America’s allies, according to an official press release. 
Elrod’s mission was to “advance national security interests in Europe and Africa,” the U.S. Navy 
explained when it retired the aged warship a year later. 
While off the coast of North Africa, Elrod’s crew kept an eye out for pirates, escorted the oil tanker 
Morning Glory back to Libya after Navy SEALs freed the vessel from militant hijackers and helped rescue 
a group of refugees trying to make it to Europe in small boats. 
What the sailing branch didn’t say was that Elrod also sent its pilotless choppers on a high-stakes search 
for a top terrorist. 
“Detachment Two successfully completed more than 300 overland … sorties … developing [a] pattern of 
life for U.S. Africa Command’s number-one target,” officials from Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron 
Light 60 wrote in their annual report for 2014. 
At the time, the squadron flew both SH-60 Seahawk sub-hunting choppers and the MQ-8 drones. Based 
in Jacksonville, Florida, the unit regularly sends teams around the world to support various missions. 
The 2,000-pound Fire Scouts come equipped with a powerful infrared video camera and can also carry 
extra gear on small, side-mounted pylons. On average, the small choppers can fly for between four and 
five hours — depending on what they’re carrying — before needing to land and refuel. 
The Pentagon uses the term “patterns of life” to describe common activities, routines and other factors 
that analysts can use to identify particular individuals, suspected terrorists and other enemy forces and 
track their movements. After snooping on a target for hours on end, American troops can try to strike 
when there is the least danger to innocent bystanders. 
While aboard the Elrod, the four unmanned rotorcraft flew more than 650 “mishap-free” hours in total, 
including more than 500 hours over the African continent. While the sailing branch briefly grounded all 
of the Fire Scouts in 2012 after two crashes, the squadron’s MQ-8s seem to have performed just fine in 
the Mediterranean. 
The 2014 deployment wasn’t the first time the Pentagon had sent the MQ-8s to hunt terrorists in Africa. 
In 2013, the drones flew similar missions in and around the Horn of Africa, according to documents The 
Intercept released as part of its “Drone Papers” investigation. 
 “Those factors change frequently, resulting in a fluidity of target prioritization,” Dyrcz added. “Thus, 
U.S. Africa Command does not truly have a ‘number one target.’” 
But while the command may not cite a clear, number-one enemy, Elrod’s deployment did coincide with 
the capture of a particularly high-profile terror suspect — Abu Khattala. Sometime during the night of 
June 14 and 15, 2014, American commandos reportedly snatched Khattala from his home on the 
outskirts of the Libyan city of Benghazi. 
Almost a year earlier, American authorities had charged Khattala with masterminding the deadly assault 
on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi in 2012. During the attack, militants killed U.S. Ambassador to Libya 
Christopher Stevens, as well as three other Americans. 
During the raid, drones and agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation worked with elite Delta 
Force troops, according to reports. It’s not clear whether the Fire Scouts were the unmanned aircraft on 
the scene. Elrod was back in Norfolk a month after the mission. 
 “We made no secret of the fact that — that we’re going to continue to pursue those who do Americans 
harm, including those who were involved in the attacks in Benghazi,” then-Pentagon press secretary 
John Kirby told reporters on June 17, 2014, never mentioning a particular group. “I mean, if you need a 
tangible demonstration of our commitment, ask Abu Khattalah.” 
If they were looking for Khattala, the Fire Scouts might have observed a relatively mundane existence. 
“Here I am in the open, sitting in a hotel with you,” he told Reuters back in October 2012. “I’m even 
going to pick up my sister’s kids from school soon.” 
And whatever the truth is about Khattala’s terror links, the Pentagon’s drones like the Fire Scouts, along 
with manned spy planes, are definitely still hunting terrorists in Libya — maybe even still looking for that 
“number-one” target. 
Return to Top 
Osprey Radar Selected for MQ-8C Fire Scout 
Leonardo’s recently revealed Osprey 30 lightweight active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar has 
been selected by the US Navy for integration on the Northrop Grumman MQ-4C Fire Scout unmanned 
air vehicle. 
A contract was signed on 26 May, a Naval Air Systems Command notification says, that will see Northrop 
integrate the radar onto the Bell 407-derived vertical take-off and landing UAV. 
The USN has been searching for a radar for the UAV since 2014, and required a more advanced system 
than the Telephonics AN/ZPY-4 used on the smaller Schweizer 333-derived MQ-8B. 
Revealed in May, the company claims that the AESA radar is the first system of its type to offer full 





Return to Top 
Northrop Working to Fix Flawed Wings on Triton Drone 
Northrop Grumman Corp. is working to convince the Pentagon that it's solved long-standing 
manufacturing flaws that resulted in defective wings for the Navy's new Triton reconnaissance drone, as 
the service prepares to ask defense officials to approve the aircraft's production. 
The flaws -- and Defense Department requests for plans to fix them dating back to 2013 -- haven't been 
previously disclosed. The Navy wants to spend as much as $10.2 billion for production of 68 of the 
pilotless aircraft, including $4 billion by 2021 in the "low-rate initial production" phase. The Triton is 
designed for 24-hour surveillance from an altitude as high as 56,000 feet. Australia also plans to buy the 
drone. 
The Triton is based on the Global Hawk drone that Northrop builds for the Air Force but with a de-icing 
system and strengthened wings. Manufacturing of those new wings by a subcontractor has generated 
the unpublicized quality-control issues during the Triton's development phase. 
Northrop received a Corrective Action Request from Pentagon quality inspectors in May 2013 "due to 
recurring defects in manufacturing the composite wing spar," Sean Burke, the Navy's program manager 
for Triton, said in an e-mail. 
The citation was expanded to include "overall quality and defect reduction," according to Burke, who 
said "extensive progress has been made" since then. 
Between July 1 and Sept. 30 the Pentagon's Defense Acquisition Board is scheduled to review a move 
from development to low-rate production, according to the Navy's Triton program office. 
"The Northrop Grumman team, in close collaboration with our Navy customer and industry teammates, 
has successfully worked through some initial challenges in the areas of early wing production and 
software, all of which are currently now moving forward to plan," company spokesman Randy Belote 
said in an e-mail. 
The Defense Contract Management Agency is evaluating Northrop's corrective actions and "currently 
projecting an August 2016 closure date" on its action plan, Mark Woodbury, a spokesman for the 
agency, said in an email. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-06-30/northrop-works-to-fix-flawed-wings-
on-triton-drone-for-u-s-navy 
Return to Top 
USN Fire Scout (MQ-8B) deploys with new radar 
The US Navy's (USN's) Northrop Grumman MQ-8B Fire Scout unmanned helicopter recently deployed 
with a new maritime surveillance radar, the USN announced on 28 June. 
The aircraft deployed aboard USS Coronado (LCS 4) with the AN/ZPY-4(V)1 radar, according to the navy. 
Built by Telephonics Corporation, the radar is expected to improve target classification in both maritime 
and overland operations. "This air package will significantly improve the navy's surface search 
capabilities for LCS and its action group," Captain Ben Reynolds, Commodore of the Helicopter Sea 
Combat (HSC) Wing for the US Pacific Fleet, said in a press statement. "The expanded capability will 
allow our assets to employ an autonomous aircraft off of a naval vessel for search, detection, 
surveillance, and tracking of maritime surface vessels." 
The radar will enable the navy to simultaneously track up to 150 targets while increasing detection 
accuracies out to 70 nautical miles. "Our overall goal for the first-ever HSC/LCS deployment is to 
integrate the MQ-8B Fire Scout and MH-60S in all available scenarios in order to act as a force multiplier 





Return to Top 
Innovative Navy-Funded Drone is Master of the Air and Water 
A propeller-driven drone that can fly both in the air and underwater is in development at Rutgers 
University— a unique vehicle that caught the eye of the U.S. Navy and could be used in search-and-
rescue operations and underwater inspections. 
The amphibious drone can emerge from the water and then fly through the air, and vice versa, meaning 
that operators could dispatch it from dry land, send it into water to take a look around, and then bring it 
back. 
F. Javier Diaz, a Rutgers University professor in the department of mechanical and aerospace 
engineering, explained that the breakthrough in the project’s development came when they decided to 
give the drone two sets of propellers, one above the other. That helps with the tricky transition from the 
water to air and back again. While one set of propellers struggles at the air-surface interface, the other 
set, either all the way in the air or water, works more effectively. 
“I think what really impresses people, is how easily it gets out of the water,” Diaz told FoxNews.com. 
“That’s really where the magic occurs.”   
The concept behind the drone is that it could, for example, be launched from shore to inspect 
underwater portions of a bridge, an oil platform, or a car sunk in a lake or river. This concept promises to 
be faster that the traditional method of sending a diver out to do an inspection, Diaz said. 
The device garnered the interest of the Office of Naval Research, which granted the project over half a 
million dollars last year. “I came to them, showed them the video,” Diaz recounted. “And they were like, 
‘We’ve only seen this in movies. We want it.’” 
Currently, the drone needs a communications tether, because of the difficulties of talking with the 
drone underwater— an especially difficult task in a pool, where the walls cause signals to bounce. 
But Diaz said that their goal is for the drone— which they call the Naviator— to actually be autonomous. 
That means it wouldn’t need to be actively flown, but could be sent on a mission of exploration without 
a tether. 
“We hope to have this working by the end of the summer, where we can do this autonomous mission,” 
Diaz said. “You let the vehicle do its thing.” 
The concept has evolved through five generations, and right now Diaz said that they have three 
prototypes. Those include two small ones, but also a larger one that measures about 4.5 feet across and 
is “more serious,” Diaz said. 
In fact, that larger version will be debuted in an episode of a National Geographic show called “Machine 
Impossible,” Diaz said, which casts the large drone in a Jaws-like scene. 
http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2016/06/29/innovative-navy-funded-drone-is-master-air-
and-water.html 
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ARMY: 
Robotic Systems May Take a Bullet for Soldiers 
Every U.S. Army soldier in 2040 may have a personal robot. It also is possible that autonomous systems 
will carry heavy loads, establish ad hoc mesh networks, act as communications re-transmission stations, 
file spot reports on enemy forces and be the first to engage adversaries on the battlefield.  
Army officials already are examining the possibility of equipping unmanned systems with weapons such 
as a .50-caliber machine gun. While the vehicle will need to have a degree of autonomy, the weapon 
itself will be controlled by a remote operator, points out Robert Sadowski, the robotics senior research 
scientist, Research, Technology and Integration Directorate, U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, 
Development and Engineering Center, Warren, Michigan. 
“What we’re looking for with robotics is to keep a person in the loop to make a lethality decision. That’s 
where the humans make really good decisions,” Sadowski says. “Everyone asks when the Terminator is 
coming. Never. Nobody wants to have the Terminator. We’re not going to trust an autonomous weapon 
system out on the battlefield, at least for certain operations.” 
Technology almost certainly will allow for the possibility of fully armed and autonomous systems on the 
battlefield, but that is not a path the United States wants to take, according to Sadowski and other 
officials across the military. “Could it be done theoretically? Absolutely. There’s nothing to say you 
cannot do infrared sensing of heat [and use] person recognition,” Sadowski declares. “We know how to 
pick out human figures based on all the work done with car companies. And then [to] say I’m going to 
fire up every human I see—that is a very dangerous road to go down.”  
Robotics on the battlefield will not change the laws of war, he explains. “In the end, the commander is 
still going to be responsible for the actions of the units and elements that are underneath him. You don’t 
get to wave the law of land warfare just because you have a robot,” Sadowski asserts. “You have to look 
at the law of land warfare in terms of proportionality and legality of targets. You don’t drop a 500-pound 
bomb when a 10-pound bomb will do.” 
Still, it is possible that U.S. forces one day will face fully autonomous killer bots. “Do I foresee some bad 
actor probably doing that? Yeah,” Sadowski predicts. “If an adversary has that, why the heck am I going 
to try to put a person up against a robotic system on the adversary’s side? Why would I not want to take 
it out with another robotic system? Why would we not want a robotic system, even with a person in the 
loop, to be that first contact?” 
He adds that as the price of unmanned systems drops, robots could become “attritable,” or expendable 
enough to take the first bullet or become “bullet catchers” for soldiers. 
That could be a game changer. “Instead of the machine gunner having to get down with his assistant 
gunner right next to him—particularly in an urban environment, where they’re going to be more 
exposed—maybe a robot can be exposed and actually be the thing that lays down suppression fire, or 
cover fire,” Sadowski says.  
Furthermore, with a robot to do the heavy hauling, dismounted soldiers could use a weapon, such as the 
.50-caliber machine gun, which they wouldn’t normally have available. “That gives me an advantage so 
that it’s no longer a fair fight with infantry on infantry using small arms,” Sadowski states. 
Service officials are working on a strategy for robotic and autonomous systems that may be released this 
summer. The document will lay out the short-term, midterm and long-term strategy for both air and 
ground unmanned systems. The year 2025 is considered midterm, with long term being out to 2040.  
That strategy document likely will call for robotic systems to be used “pretty much across all Army 
formations” to perform a wide array of missions, Sadowski indicates. Unmanned ground vehicles may be 
equipped with mine rollers for route clearance. They can carry heavy loads for soldiers. They might have 
enough intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance sensors—and artificial intelligence—to recognize 
and report the presence of enemy tanks, their direction of movement and possible intent. They may 
haul generators for recharging all the batteries soldiers need on the modern battlefield. “I can actually 
put a tethered unmanned aerial vehicle on it, or a telescoping antenna system, so now I’ve got 
something else doing a mobile ad hoc mesh network in my dismounted formation,” Sadowski offers. 
Ultimately, every soldier may have an individual robotic platform, he adds. 
The Army has so many projects for developing robotic or autonomous technologies that Sadowski says 
he cannot possibly list them all. One project uses a tethered unmanned aircraft with foliage-penetrating 
sensors to deliver 4G communication in a jungle environment. The service also is working with a bevy of 
international partners, such as Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom.  
Ideally, one platform will be capable of playing an array of roles. “What we want is a multimission, plug-
and-play capability so that I load out my robot for whatever I’m doing,” the service’s chief roboticist 
states.  
But to get there, the service first needs to build unmanned systems smart enough to maneuver on the 
battlefield. And unmanned systems, like their human counterparts, must crawl before they walk and 
walk before they run. The service will take a major step this fall when soldiers at Fort Bliss in El Paso, 
Texas, will experiment for the first time with a convoy of semi-autonomous trucks known as the 
Palletized Load System, which is used for hauling supplies. 
The Army has demonstrated that the trucks—sans drivers—can follow a lead truck. Each vehicle has 
been outfitted with a kit that controls the brakes, throttle and transmission. In addition, the 
conventional steering column has been replaced with an electronically controlled steering system. The 
trucks also carry radar and day-night cameras for sensing the environment. 
An October exercise will allow soldiers during regular training to use the robotrucks to haul supplies just 
as they would during normal military operations. The vehicles could wind up bouncing along tank trails 
and other tough terrain. Sadowski compares the event to previous demonstrations on steroids. 
“We’re going to actually let the soldiers run around with the leader-follower technology. This will be the 
first real experiment we’ve done with some of this technology in an operational setting to see how it 
behaves,” he explains.  
Just as soldiers of yesteryear had to learn how horses and donkeys would behave on the battlefield, 
today’s soldiers—and the technologists who support them—have to learn robot behavior. “The goal is 
to eventually get ... about 30,000 to 50,000 miles traveled across the convoy, which pales in comparison 
to what Google has done. Google is still orders of magnitude better,” Sadowski allows.  
“Our goal is to demonstrate we can go from two soldiers in the cab down to one soldier. Their purpose 
is to make sure the autonomy system is keeping the thing in check,” he says, adding that officials intend 
to demonstrate a zero-rider capability by the fall of 2018. 
Overall, two capabilities are critical to the Army’s robotics goals, Sadowski says: a fully secure and 
reliable network and a military version of the Robotic Operating System, which will be known as ROS-M. 
“It is important to make sure you have a good, solid, secure network. Just like you need to talk to your 
soldiers, you have to talk to your robotic and autonomous systems,” he says. Sadowski indicates that he 
often hears concerns that the military’s robotic systems will be easily hackable. “One would hope we 
will be able to design a system that is anti-tamper and anti-exploit, and that to the best of our abilities, 
there’s a way to do secure transactions,” he counters. 
Meanwhile, Sadowski is helping to put together a consortium to develop ROS-M, which he describes as 
more of an ecosystem than an operating system. “It has its own simulation environment so you can do 
hardware and software in the loop. We can set up a code repository. We can do all the checking for 
cyber assurance,” he says. “It also enables me to plug into a training environment so we can start 
looking at how soldiers will interact with this in a synthetic space ... and then we can do live training as 
well.” 
Robots may have a long way to go, but change is coming. “My mission is to try to deliver the capability 
the warfighter needs so that robotics and autonomous systems are as ubiquitous as apps on your 
cellphone and are viewed as teammates rather than just a tool,” he says. 
http://www.afcea.org/content/?q=Article-robotic-systems-may-take-bullet-soldiers 
Return to Top 
Army’s New Rapid Capabilities Office Studies Electronic Warfare Boost 
PENTAGON: The brand new Army Rapid Capabilities Office is studying proposals to spend between $50 
and $100 million on urgently needed electronic warfare gear, Breaking Defense has learned. The options 
include sensors to detect radar and radio signals, and jammers to block them, mounted on ground 
vehicles, soldiers’ backpacks, and drones. 
Where will the money come from? It will probably have to be stripped from other Army budget lines, 
Col. Jeffrey Church, the senior officer in the Army’s small EW corps. cautioned yesterday during an 
interview in his Pentagon office. 
Newly confirmed Army Secretary Eric Fanning has pledged to create a high-speed bypass around the 
Army’s notoriously troubled acquisition system. His choice is modeled on the Rapid Capabilities Office 
(RCO) in the Air Force, where Fanning served as acting secretary. The Navy Department and the Office of 
Secretary of Defense have both created similar offices. 
A former enlisted man who rose to two-star general, Maj. Gen. Walter Piatt, was named in April to head 
the Army RCO. However, Piatt’s not yet moved over from his old job on the Army headquarters staff, 
and ARCO’s funding and authorities are still being settled. This is the first we’ve heard that ARCO — or at 
least a proto-ARCO staff — is at work. (We’re waiting on more details from the Army on ARCO’s status). 
The Army disbanded its Combat Electronic Warfare Intelligence (CEWI) units, like the one shown here, 
after the Cold War. 
Why EW? 
Why start on this particular project? Fanning has highlighted electronic warfare and cyber as top 
priorities. Russia and China are investing heavily in both areas and Russia has demonstrated devastating 
EW capabilities in Ukraine. Of course, the American military’s dependence on wireless networks makes 
it heavily vulnerable to both. Electronic warfare can jam the signals carrying data, cyber warfare can 
corrupt the data itself. A particularly sophisticated EW attack might in fact transmit a computer virus 
into an enemy system otherwise sealed off from cyber attack. The two ways of warfare are intimately 
intertwined. 
Cyber is far sexier, however, and has gotten far more funding and attention. Electronic Warfare lags well 
behind, especially in the Army, which disbanded its EW units in the 1990s. The service invested heavily 
and hurriedly in specialized jammers to defeat radio-controlled roadside bombs in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
But on current budget plans, the more powerful, flexible equipment required to counter a sophisticated 
adversary — e.g. Russia — won’t enter service until 2023. 
All the options can sense incoming radio-frequency signals — what’s called “electronic support” — and 
transmit their own signals to deceive or disrupt the enemy — spoofing and jamming, aka “electronic 
attack.” But the ideal is a mix of different systems complementing each other. 
A backpack-portable system, for example, can go anywhere a soldier can walk, climb, or crawl, but its 
power supply is limited to the batteries the squad can carry. A truck-mounted system has much more 
power, but it can’t go as many places. A drone-mounted system can fly quickly anywhere on the 
battlefield and go over obstacles that block ground-based transmissions, but it’s the most expensive, 
about $1 million apiece according to some preliminary Army estimates. 
Church is particularly concerned that the near-term fixes he’s proposed to ARCO should not funded by 
raiding the long-term solution, the Multi-Function Electronic Warfare program currently scheduled to 
enter service 2023. 
“I’m making these recommendations… of these things that are ready right now, but I don’t want to 
disrupt the long-term, integrated electronic warfare systems, specifically Multi-Function EW,” Church 
said. The Army is taking advantage of a clean slate to introduce cutting-edge systems and leapfrog over 
adversaries like Russia, he said: “Their stuff’s old. Our stuff’s going to be newer and better.” 
Beyond ARCO 
The Army is also investing almost $2.5 million in equipment to replicate enemy jamming. That way 
troops can train in realistically tough scenarios where they can’t always rely on their radios, radars, 
wireless networks, and GPS devices. The Chief of Staff, Gen. Mark Milley, made such training a priority in 
December. Less than eight months later, as of July, the National Training Center on Fort Irwin, California 
will turn on a $2 million arsenal of jammers. 
NTC will use real jamming equipment, but most bases can’t transmit disruptive signals without upsetting 
their civilian neighbors. So for “home station” training, the Office of the Secretary of Defense gave the 
Army $495,000 for a pilot project with so-called “Direct Injection Jammers.” These simulators are 
directly attached to the training unit’s equipment and can shut it down or disrupt its functioning if they 
receive the right trigger signal. Any civilian system — or military system not involved in the exercise — 
that picks up the trigger signal is unaffected, since it doesn’t have a DIJ attached. (The approach is 
similar to laser tag or the military’s MILES training gear). The first demonstration will occur in February 
with the Colorado National Guard. 
http://breakingdefense.com/2016/07/armys-new-rapid-capabilities-office-studies-electronic-
warfare-boost/ 
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USAF: 
Air Force explores trust issues among human-robot teams 
The military, as part of its push toward more autonomous systems, has put an emphasis on the idea of 
man-machine teaming, and the Air Force is now focusing on a key aspect of that idea—building trust 
between the two. 
The service has awarded a $7.5 million contract to SRA International for research that will specifically 
focus on trust in autonomy, according to a Defense Department contract announcement. 
Developing man-machine teaming, in which humans work cooperatively with robotic systems, is among 
the cornerstones of DOD’s Third Offset Strategy, announced last year as a way to keep up with fast-
developing, asymmetrical tactics used by adversaries. The Navy, for example, is pursuing that strategy 
for both air and sea vehicles (surface and submerged) under its N99 directorate. The Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency also is looking to incorporate a man-machine approach to improving 
manufacturing, with regard to 3D printing techniques. 
Humans have long relied on machines in various occupations, but the chain of command, so to speak, 
has always been a one-way street. As systems become more autonomous, the interplay between 
robotic systems and their operators becomes a more important factor. The Air Force, according to its 
solicitation for the project, is looking to understand the trust dynamic in human-robot systems involving 
pilots, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance operators and analysts, maintenance domains, and 
advanced human-robot teaming concepts. The research will look for ways “to harness the socio-
emotional elements of interpersonal team/trust dynamics and inject them into human-robot teams,” 
the Air Force said. 
A focus areas of the research will exploring what’s necessary for humans and machines to work together 
and how that applies to communication, coordination and collaboration. “The objective of this contract 
is to conduct research and develop technology for understanding the trust calibration process,” the 
solicitation said. 
SRA will conduct its research primarily at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio—home of the Air Force 
Research Lab—with work expected to be completed by March 24, 2023. 
https://defensesystems.com/articles/2016/06/27/air-force-sra-human-robot-trust-
research.aspx 
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Upgraded Reaper drone software brings maritime radar into focus 
A software upgrade to a widely used unmanned aerial platform could boost intelligence-gathering 
capabilities by the Navy and others, developers say. 
The U.S. Naval Research Laboratory teamed up with General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc. (GA-ASI) 
to develop an implementation of the maritime mode inverse synthetic aperture radar (maritime-ISAR) 
for use in the Lynx Multi-Mode Radar, which is currently deployed in U.S. Air Force MQ-9 Reaper 
unmanned aerial vehicles. 
ISAR offers radar operators a means of canceling out of the signal clutter produced by random motion, 
which makes it possible to generate clear radar images of ships at sea. 
“We are going to go from a blurred image to one where you can distinguish masts and antennas. That’s 
the kind of enhancement in resolution we expect: You will be able to resolve those unique features 
enough to be able to know not just that it is a ship out there, but what kind of ship,” said Thomas 
Pizzillo, head of the NRL Radar Analysis Branch. 
While ISAR has been used before in other contexts, its introduction into the Reaper will mark its first 
used in an unmanned aerial platform. GA-ASI sought the capability at the request of its customers, said 
Director of Radar Programs John Fanelle. In addition to the Air Force and Navy, other Reaper users 
include U.S. Customs and Border Protection and several foreign nations. 
Bringing ISAR into an unmanned platform could be a boon to intelligence gathering, he said. In addition 
to getting a clearer image of ships at sea, operators also will gain a new degree of persistence in their 
efforts to glean those observations. “Manned platforms have a limited duration time. You put it on an 
unmanned platform and that duration time goes way up. You have all this additional time on station and 
that changes the dynamics considerably,” Fanelle said. 
GA-ASI could deploy ISAR for the Reaper as early as the second quarter of 2017, he said. Developers plan 
to first test the enhanced radar on manned aircraft, likely by the end of the year. 
General Atomics to develop new Reaper UAV software 
When it comes to ISR at sea, intelligence-gathering teams face special challenges. Vessels at sea are 
perpetually in motion -— even when at anchor -— rolling and tossing with unpredictable speed and 
direction on multiple planes. Nautical terms like heave and sway, surge and yaw, pitch and roll all 
describe a complex dynamic that makes it hard to generate a clear image using conventional synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) techniques. 
“With SAR you assume everything in you scene is stationary,” Pizzillo said. “But nothing is static at sea. 
There are always waves that cause them to bob up and down. Ships heave and sway. There is rotational 
motion, there is linear motion.” 
ISAR, on the other hand, assumes the target itself is moving, and it applies a set of complex algorithms 
to subtract out the effects of that motion. The result is a clear image of the target. “SAR images on land 
are like photos. We want to get that same quality of image for ships at sea,” Fanelle said. 
While the algorithms driving ISAR have been around for some time, he said, improvements to radar 
electronics have made it possible to move the technology onto an unmanned platform. 
“The ability to do computations in the radar has continuously improved,” he said. “Algorithms that in 
the past were too complex, things that people used to do sitting at their desks long after the mission 
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US Air Force Enlisted RPA Pilot Beta Test 
Enlisted airmen will begin training to fly the RQ-4 Global Hawk this September, Air Combat 
Command chief Gen. Hawk Carlisle said Tuesday. 
Speaking during an enlisted all-call that was broadcast on Facebook Live, Carlisle said career enlisted 
aviators will make up the first two enlisted pilot initial classes (EPIC) during a beta phase before the 
training is opened to more enlisted airmen. Carlisle said the service expects to eventually have 100 
enlisted RQ-4 pilots. “There’s absolutely no doubt in my mind, and I know this for a fact because I’ve 
been around the Air Force for 38 years now, … our enlisted force can do absolutely anything in our Air 
Force,” Carlisle said. “This is one extension of that. This is taking advantage of our talent. 
This is giving us more flexibility in the future as we move forward.” The service announced in December 
that enlisted airmen would soon be able to fly unarmed RQ-4 Global Hawks in an effort to help alleviate 
strain on the RPA community. “It’s a big deal,” Carlisle said, “but we’re doing it because it’s the right 
thing to do, and there is absolutely no doubt that our enlisted airmen—the greatest asset our Air Force 
has—can do this mission without any problem.” There is no plan to have enlisted airmen fly the armed 
MQ-1 Predator or MQ-9 Reaper, but Carlisle hinted the enlisted mission could broaden in the future. 
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NATIONAL AIR SPACE: 
FAA’s Drone Rules Break New Ground 
The agency changes its economic calculus in taking a more flexible regulatory approach to commercial 
drones 
New federal rules permitting routine commercial-drone flights also establish legal precedents that could 
affect an array of future air-safety regulations, according to industry officials. 
They say the Federal Aviation Administration rules released earlier this week break new ground by 
relying on a different and much broader definition of economic benefit than is typical for the agency. 
Rather than using traditional safety measures such as fewer anticipated accidents or incidents, the FAA 
focused this time on “social benefits” stemming from promoting growth of the fledgling unmanned 
aircraft industry while reducing compliance costs for companies and designated pilots. 
By easing compliance, the FAA “essentially established one of the most flexible regulatory regimes” 
imaginable, according to Jim Williams, the agency’s former top drone official, who now works for the 
global law firm Dentons. 
When the goal is removing or reshaping highly prescriptive requirements as it was in this instance, “you 
can’t really do it the same old way,” he said in an interview. “You’re going to see more of these types of 
cost-benefit analyses.” 
The FAA projects spending at least $150 million in taxpayer funds through 2020 to hire additional 
employees and implement the new rules. 
But depending on how fast the industry takes off and on the proportion of business users versus 
hobbyists, the FAA estimates net “social benefits” will range between $733 million and about $9 billion 
over the same period. 
If the FAA and White House regulatory watchdogs adopt a similarly inclusive approach to defining 
benefits in other aviation contexts, the agency could find it easier to justify proposing new safety 
mandates during an era of record low airline accidents. 
The long-awaited drone rules permit low-altitude, daylight flights of unmanned vehicles weighing less 
than 55 pounds, and open the door for industry to seek a wide range of waivers. 
Until now, virtually all major FAA rulemaking initiatives had to demonstrate that total benefits derived 
from safety enhancements—typically measured by projections of fewer accidents—would exceed total 
industry compliance costs. 
In an initial 2015 proposal, the FAA adhered to that general concept by noting that drones could replace 
manned aircraft performing tasks “under potentially hazardous conditions.” The proposal pinpointed 
“laborers inspecting high towers” and manned aircraft engaged in aerial photography. By avoiding 
accidents and saving just “one human life,” it said, the benefits would outweigh costs. 
But in making the case for drone oversight, the FAA’s final cost-benefit breakdown discards such 
arguments and instead features some novel language. It doesn’t quantify accidents prevented; rather 
the analysis notes, among other things, that private-sector benefits will exceed anticipated costs 
because each entity will determine for itself whether it is financially worthwhile to operate drones 
under the rules. 
Instead of sticking with the usual principle of balancing compliance costs against projections of lives 
saved or crashes prevented, the rule assumes companies and individuals will be motivated to make 
compliance investments under the new regulatory framework in order to benefit from the burgeoning 
market.  
Until the rule goes into effect in August, commercial drone operations will be allowed to continue 
operating only under specific exemption requests. 
An FAA spokeswoman declined comment, though senior agency officials for years have chafed under 
the constraints of traditional cost-benefit analyses. Commercial aircraft accident and serious-incident 
rates are so low in the U.S. that agency leaders have been increasingly challenged to quantify the value 
of mandating further safety investments. 
The FAA used principles similar to the drone rules, referred to as “performance-based regulations,” 
when it announced streamlined rules earlier this year for certifying new private-plane  models and 
retrofitting new safety equipment on current general aviation aircraft. 
The latest language covering unmanned aircraft was welcomed by drone proponents. The rules “take 
more of an industry approach” making the safety case “by highlighting broader benefits,” according to 
Gretchen West, a former trade association leader who now works for the law firm Hogan Lovells. 
FAA leaders “are showing a lot more flexibility” than under traditional safety rules, said Jack 
Schenendorf, a lawyer based in Washington for Covington & Burling LLP. But he added the FAA now 
“could be flooded with requests” for waivers, and how it handles them will help determine the agency’s 
success in defining safety issues. 
FAA officials, among other things, are considering regulations dealing with minimum experience levels 
for co-pilots and mentoring of young aviators when they are hired by an airline. 
According to industry estimates, the ripple effect from the rule could generate more than 100,000 new 
jobs and $82 billion in economic activity over the next 10 years. 
But even if those projections don’t pan out, industry officials see plenty of opportunities to show 
ancillary safety benefits. They could include avoiding dozens of fatalities annually across the U.S. by 
substituting unmanned aircraft for conventional helicopters or individual inspectors now performing 
dangerous jobs of checking the condition of cellphone towers, power lines, bridges and other 
infrastructure, sometimes stretching hundreds of feet into the air. 
If drones are used to inspect railroad tracks for cracks, for instance, industry consultant Michael 
Gallagher thinks the FAA should consider the broader safety benefit of preventing fatalities by avoiding 
derailments. 
http://www.wsj.com/articles/faas-drone-rules-break-new-ground-1466807531 
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FAA Part 107 UAS Aeronautical Knowledge Test: everything you need to know (except the 
answers) 
UAS aeronautical knowledge test drone - FAA  
Tips  
The Federal Aviation Administration announced today that drone operators will have to pass a UAS 
aeronautical knowledge test as one of the requirements for legally flying drones commercially. 
Here’s a rundown of the entire announcement of its long-awaited Part 107 ruling. 
Among the requirements to fly a UAS commercially include flying below 400 feet, flying only during 
daytime and flying less than 100 miles per hour. But the standout requirement is that commercial drone 
operators will need to take a written, in-person, drone-specific, aeronautical knowledge test. 
“It’s a great idea,” said Logan Campbell, CEO of drone consulting firm Aerotas. “It forces people to 
understand how to keep the national airspace safe, which is really what the FAA cares about most.” 
Drone operators with existing Part 61 pilot certificates can bypass the in-person, written exam and 
instead take an online course. But for drone operators without that, they’ll have to take the test at an 
FAA-approved knowledge testing center. 
The FAA has released a drafted document of Unmanned Aircraft Systems Airman Certification 
Standards, outlining what you can tentatively expect from the test. Here’s the tentative information we 
know for now: 
Where you can take the FAA’s UAS aeronautical knowledge test: 
The test can be taken at one of the 696 testing centers in the United States. Here’s a list of locations 
where you can take the aeronautical knowledge test. Applicants need to schedule the testing 
appointment in advance and bring a government-issued photo ID. 
What are the expected areas this commercial drone test will cover? 
The FAA’s draft says test areas include: 
1.Applicable regulations relating to small unmanned aircraft system rating privileges, limitations, and 
flight operation 
2.Airspace classification and operating requirements, and flight restrictions affecting small unmanned 
aircraft operation 
3.Aviation weather sources and effects of weather on small unmanned aircraft performance 
4.Small unmanned aircraft loading and performance 
5.Emergency procedures 
6.Crew resource management 
7.Radio communication procedures 
8.Determining the performance of small unmanned aircraft 
9.Physiological effects of drugs and alcohol 
10.Aeronautical decision-making and judgment 
11.Airport operations 
12.Maintenance and pre-flight inspection procedures 
Get more in-depth information about each of these topics here. 
How do I study for the UAS aeronautical knowledge test? 
The FAA released its Part 107 UAS online training course. Though it is intended for Part 61 Pilot 
Certificate holders, anyone, including non-pilots, can register and take for free. Read more about the 
training course here. 
While the test will include a mix of both drone-specific and general manned aircraft questions, some 
readers have also pointed out that the Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, which is the official 
FAA handbook, is a good place to start studying for more general airspace knowledge. You can pick up 
your own copy here. 
How much will the aeronautical drone test cost? 
The FAA estimates the out-of-pocket cost for an individual to become a certified remote pilot with a 
small UAS rating would be $150, less than any other airman certification that allows for non-recreational 
operations in the national airspace. 
When will I be able to take the test? 
Members of the public will be able to take the knowledge test at testing centers on the effective date of 
the Small UAS Rule in August 2016, an FAA spokesperson told Drone Girl. 
How will the test be formatted? 
The FAA’s draft says the UAS aeronautical knowledge test is a set of 60 multiple choice questions with a 
single correct response for each one, according to the FAA’s draft. Each test question is independent of 
the other questions, so  a correct response to one does not influence the response of another. Here’s 
the breakdown of questions by topic: 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Airman Certification Standards 
What happens if I fail the FAA’s aeronautical knowledge test? 
No sweat! You may not retake the knowledge test for 14 calendar days from the date of the previous 
failure, so use that time to relax and refresh on the parts you are unsure of. After two weeks, you can 
retest. You don’t even have to tell your teachers what happened — no instructor endorsement or other 
form of written authorization is required to retest. 
Happy flying, and studying 
http://thedronegirl.com/2016/06/21/part-107-aeronautical-drone-test-heres-can-expect/ 
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In 60 days, drone journalism will be legally possible in any U.S. newsroom 
“There are still challenges, and we haven’t even talked about state and local laws that have been piling 
up while the FAA lumbered toward today. But the future of drones in journalism is much brighter today 
than it has ever been.” 
In 60 days, drone journalism will be legally possible in any newsroom in the United States. That’s not to 
say it will be easy, but it will be legally possible in ways that it has never been before. 
Today, the FAA released Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Regulations, which encompasses the new rules 
covering Unmanned Aerial Systems (or drones or flying robots or whatever you want to call them). You 
can read all 600-plus pages of it here, or you can opt for the summary here. 
For journalists, this breaks down into three categories: who, what, and where.  
Who 
Under Part 107, you’ll have to be 16 years old, understand English and, most importantly, you have to 
have a Part 107 operators certificate. What does it take to get one? You have to take a knowledge test 
“that includes knowledge of airspace, airspace operating requirements, and the use of aeronautical 
charts,” among other things. Generally, the FAA’s tests are 40 questions, multiple choice, and you have 
to get a 70 percent to pass.  
Because I’m a college professor I have to say this: The test is not hard if you study. Really study. Learn 
what you need to learn. I missed one question on my knowledge test and I was angry that I missed it. 
Anyone committed to learning the material can pass the test. And you can take it again. But: The 
manned aircraft test costs $150 to take. I couldn’t find a cost anywhere, but I would assume it will be 
the same. Retaking gets expensive fast. 
What 
New rules governing drone journalism are on the way — and there’s reason to be optimistic 
The “what” rules are pretty much what we’ve been expecting since last February when the FAA started 
the process. There are a few tweaks here and there: 
◾No flight above 400 feet.  Initially, it was 500 feet, but 400 aligns more with current restrictions and 
theoretically provides a 100-foot buffer between the lowest flying aircraft and the highest flying drone. 
◾No night flying. Initially, this was “day flight only,” but like everything in aviation, there are specific 
rules about what Day and Night are, and Day does not include sunrise or sunset — the “golden hour” so 
beloved by photographers. It is now possible to fly in those golden hours. 
◾No flights over people. This remains unspecified, which means there’s no specified buffer around 
people. It means what it means — no flying over people. But that also means it’s open to interpretation, 
because… 
◾No reckless or careless operation. No flight over people plus no reckless or careless flight without 
specifics about what either of those means gives the FAA wide latitude to go after pilots they feel are 
operating poorly. So for journalists wanting to use drones to cover big protest marches, it means you’re 
going to have to rope off a space set back from the main group, keep people out of it, and not leave that 
spot. And make sure you document what you’ve done to keep your drone from flying over people and 
keep them safe — for when the FAA inspector comes calling. 
◾Flight in restricted airspace requires Air Traffic Control (ATC) permission. If you are within 5 miles of an 
airport with a tower, you’ll have to get permission from that tower to fly. That means large chunks of 
cities are going to require ATC permission first, and then you’ll have to worry about the no-flights-over-
people restriction.  
How do you get ATC permission? That’s not clear yet, and it is being worked out. However, one nice 
change is that if you’re near a small airport without a tower (Class G airspace) you do not need 
permission, mostly because most Class G airports don’t have a tower. 
◾You are not required to have a visual observer, but if you’re going to use first-person-view cameras, 
then you need one. 
◾The drone has to be within the pilot’s line of sight at all times. 
Under these rules, just about any story that isn’t breaking news can use drones without a ton of effort 
(provided you already have a licensed operator). Breaking news coverage in cities with drones will 
require some work. It will require newsrooms to meet with and discuss what they want with the local air 
traffic control facility in advance. 
In some places, operators have been able to get agreements from ATC where so long as the operator 
stays below an even lower altitude and operates under a set of heavier restrictions, then ATC gives them 
blanket permission to operate. Letters of agreement, as they’re called, are possible. Requiring pilots to 
have radios and be in contact with ATC is possible but not likely, because air traffic radio is busy already 
with manned aircraft. 
Or this might just end up as a web form at the airport’s website, as is the case in Tampa and Phoenix. 
The fact is, we just don’t know how permission in controlled airspace will happen, and it will require 
local efforts to work through it.  
Where 
I’ve touched on this, but it bears repeating. Flight in Class B, C, D, and E airspace will require permission 
from ATC. What does that mean? We’ll, those airspace designations will be on the test, but the simplest 
thing to do if you are in the United States is to go here. Do you see all those circles? Those are airports 
with restricted airspace around them. If the circle is a fuzzy purple, then you don’t need permission — 
you just have to be smart and avoid the airport. Or, take a look at the airspace around Lincoln, 
Nebraska. A large chunk of the city is in Class C airspace, which is common around the U.S. Only the 
largest airports are Class B airspace (think Chicago, Atlanta, Minneapolis, Newark, etc). Inside of five 
miles from the airport in Lincoln, which includes my office, I’ll need to get permission. Anywhere around 
here, outside of those five miles, I’m free to operate without ATC clearance. 
So the day we’ve been waiting for is here. The news is reasonably good. There are still challenges, and 
we haven’t even talked about state and local laws that have been piling up while the FAA lumbered 
toward today. But the future of drones in journalism is much brighter today than it has ever been. 
http://www.niemanlab.org/2016/06/in-60-days-drone-journalism-will-be-legally-possible-in-
any-u-s-newsroom/ 
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A Model of Human Harm from a Falling Unmanned Aircraft: Implications for UAS Regulation - 
International Journal Aviation Aeronautics & Aerospace 
Abstract 
This paper quantifies the human harm, in the form of fatalities and skull fractures, which could occur as 
a result of an unmanned aircraft falling from a height. The analysis is used to establish the maximum 
height at which an unmanned aircraft can be flown over people to achieve a level of safety consistent 
with the rate of ground fatalities from General Aviation. The maximum height is dependent on the 
aircraft mass and the population density of people on the ground below. 
The results are used to inform a critical evaluation of recent recommendations from the FAA-chartered 
“Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Registration Task Force (RTF) Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ARC)” 
and the “Micro Unmanned Aircraft Systems Aviation Rulemaking Committee”. The recommendations 
from these committees derive from assumptions that do not reflect the risks of flying over groups of 
people, and particularly over crowds. 
The New Zealand CAA’s rules allowing flight over people who have granted consent are also considered, 
and this paper recommends that maximum height limits should be specified even when consent has 
been granted. The New Zealand CAA, in some instances, grant approvals to fly over people without 
consent, and parachutes are one factor considered in granting such an approval. The ability of 
parachutes to effectively reduce the speed of descent is analyzed, and it is shown that for lighter aircraft 
a parachute may allow operation over relatively dispersed groups of people. 
Finally, UAS reliability is analyzed, and it is found that a 10 fold increase in reliability over that assumed 
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The Site That Lets You Track Planes in Real-Time Wants to Track Drones Too 
Flightradar24 is probably the web's foremost destination for aviation nerds of all stripes. Using data 
from a worldwide network of radio ground stations, the site lets users track the real-time locations of 
civilian aircraft by constantly updating a live map based on their transponder pings. 
Now the site is partnering with hardware manufacturer Skysense in an effort to allow unmanned 
commercial drones to be tracked too, with new hardware that utilizes the same technology currently 
used for monitoring planes. 
The technology in question is called ADS-B (short for Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast) and 
it's now fairly standard on civilian planes as an eventual replacement to traditional radar systems. 
Typically an ADS broadcast includes the aircraft's location, speed, and altitude, but also can transmit 
identifying information like its call-sign and four-digit “squawk” transponder code. By 2020, all aircraft 
flying in US airspace will be required to send ADS-B broadcasts, which are received by satellites, ground 
stations and sometimes other aircraft for safety monitoring and air traffic control. 
According to a press release, Skysense says it will be using investment capital from Flightradar to 
develop BCON, a small and relatively cheap ADS-B transponder device specifically designed “to meet the 
inherent needs of small [Unmanned Aerial Vehicles].” 
The device is one of several being developed specifically for drones, and the technology could open a 
whole new world of real-time drone tracking if adopted. Earlier this year, investigative journalists were 
able to use the ADS-B signals collected by Flightradar to uncover a secret FBI program that uses 
surveillance planes registered to fake companies to routinely monitor major cities for hours at a time. If 
the FAA decides that the ADS-B requirement applies to drones, the devices could create accountability 
for police and federal agencies that are increasingly deploying drones for all kinds of purposes. 
On the other hand, depending on how the FAA's drone regulations develop, ADS-B could also lead to 
privacy concerns among hobbyist drone pilots, whose tiny unmanned aircraft would become trackable 
by anyone willing to look. Because the broadcasts are unencrypted and unauthenticated, it wouldn't 
take much to track your neighbor's Fourth of July drone flight or spoof the transponder's signal. 
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-site-that-lets-you-track-planes-in-real-time-wants-to-
track-drones-too 
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PUBLIC SAFETY: 
Send the kids to drone camp this summer 
INDIANAPOLIS — Ten-year-old Jade Bacon probably knows more about drones than most people do. 
She knows what stabilizers and a gimbal do and can point them out. She can tell you to what altitude 
someone can legally fly a drone (500 feet, if you didn’t know), and where you can’t fly drones (stay away 
from prisons and airports). 
Most of her knowledge about drones came from attending a two-day drone camp in Fishers, Ind., that 
taught kids about drones, then let them fly. According to its founders, Ball State students Matt King and 
Daniel Majestic, it’s one of the first of its kind in the country. 
On a Tuesday morning, Jade was one of the five kids, ages 9-12, standing in the Life Church parking lot 
staring up at a drone in the sky. As the drone gradually dropped toward the ground, Jade reached above 
her head and caught the drone by its landing gear, something all of the children at the camp learned 
how to do. 
She had heard about drones before, and even had her own — an old one her dad gave to her this 
summer. Her grandfather decided to do something special for her and take her to the camp. 
While a drone camp may be slightly more high-tech than what people think of when they hear “camp,” 
one 11-year-old camp attendee said drones are common Christmas presents that most children know 
about. 
Earlier this year, King helped start Droning About, a company that helps people connect with 
commercial drone pilots. He had two drones before this camp, Majestic bought a third, and they pitched 
in on a fourth. 
When they first came up with the idea, King said, people weren’t as optimistic about the outcome. 
“People told us we were crazy,” he said. “No. 1, people said, ‘Matt, no one’s going to sign up for this.’ I 
said, ‘Kids will sign up for this. People love technology.’” 
And people have signed up. They estimate that, between their Fishers and Cincinnati locations, they’ve 
taught about 50 kids how to fly. The camp started as a two-day outing for $185 in June but will be 
offered as a one-day event for $99 in July. 
With the high-quality drones they have, Majestic said, flying is easy. Within an hour of the start of camp, 
kids are putting drones in the sky. They've yet to have any crashes. Which is good, because each drone 
the two purchased cost about $800 to $900. 
“Once you get more expensive models, it’s easier to fly,” Majestic said. “Day one we teach them all 
about the drones, and they’re probably up flying about an hour after that.” 
 “I had a drone, (but) I thought I was really bad at flying it,” said Bradyn Donahoe, 11, who received a 
drone for Christmas. “So I thought I could learn at least a little bit.” 
The kids mostly agreed that the best parts of the camp were the missions and games. Besides learning 
how to fly, they completed missions in which they had to find hidden objects on the property using the 
drone cameras. 
They also got the chance to take and edit video, using the high-definition drone cameras. Majestic and 
King send all the footage and pictures taken during the camp to the parents afterward. 
At the end of the session, the kids are quizzed on what they learned. If they pass the quiz and a flying 
test, which all of them did, they receive a certificate and are mailed their junior drone pilot wings. 
 “We’re teaching the kids how to fly, they fly very well, they know the parts of the drone, they know the 
safety, and they’re very good at flying,” King said. “If you’re a mom, it’s perfect. It’s basically a video 
game in the sky.” 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2016/06/21/kids-drone-
camp/86166454/?hootPostID=d14e4460363aca5d846ceccc6b6c81e6 
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Drones Interfering With Wildfire Fighting Efforts Become National Issue 
As wildfire season ramps up, nearby drones are becoming a problem again 
As wildfire season ramps up, nearby drones are becoming a problem again! 
Hobby drones prevent low-flying firefighting aircraft from controlling a fire. 
Firefighters working to contain a wildfire in the San Gabriel Mountains of Southern California were 
temporarily thwarted this weekend when pilots for the Monrovia Fire Department (MFD) spotted a few 
private drones in their path. For low-flying fire-fighting planes carrying fire retardant and smoke 
jumpers, an errant drone could mean life or death for the pilot and any crew. As such, the fire 
department decided to temporarily ground all aircraft on Saturday morning. 
That decision can be a frustrating one for firefighters and residents of a fire-affected area, because 
there’s always the potential that the fire could burn out of control without aircraft flying in firefighters 
and equipment. The Monrovia Fire Department acknowledged this situation in a post this weekend. 
“It is vitally important to note… fire officials cannot deploy firefighting aircraft when private individuals 
are flying drones in the fire response locations," the MFD wrote. "Fortunately for us here locally, the fire 
was more fully contained when we had to suspend air operations yesterday, however, these types of 
disruptions are extremely dangerous to firefighting personnel and can cause severe disruptions to the 
response effort.” 
According to the National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG), the San Gabriel fire is currently 72 
percent contained. Nevertheless, the Federal Aviation Administration had issued a Temporary Flight 
Restriction (TFR) over the area, so the pilot or pilots of the drones could face fines if they’re discovered. 
Amateur drones grounding firefighting aircraft is not a new problem. Last year, the US Forest Service 
started a campaign to try to curb the practice. State lawmakers tried to increase fines for those who are 
discovered flying a drone too close to fire-fighting operations, although California Governor Jerry Brown 
vetoed that bill. 
This latest California incident is hardly the first in the country this year. Firefighters in Arizona and Utah 
have also had their jobs interrupted by amateur drone pilots. According to US Forest Service public 
affairs spokeswoman Jennifer Jones speaking to The Arizona Republic, nine drones sightings have been 
reported in areas where firefighters were working. “At least three of which forced fire managers to 
ground their air crew,” Jones said. That’s compared to 2015, when 21 drone sightings were reported to 
the US Fire Service and nine of those forced the grounding of fire-fighting aircraft. 
The Arizona Republic also reports that during a recent fire in Utah, a drone came “within feet” of a 
firefighting helicopter. This prompted Utah Governor Gary Herbert to comment that some resident 
evacuations might not have been necessary if drones hadn’t prevented Utah firefighters from flying in 
the area. 
By mapping the skies, AirMap app paves the way to a drone-filled future 
Amazon pushes for federated skies; AirMap gives drone owners a direct line to the tower. 
According to the Associated Press, the Interior Department is currently “working with drone makers and 
mapping companies to create a system that uses smartphone apps already on the market to quickly 
alert drone fliers to temporary flight restrictions at wildfires.” Such a setup matches many of the 
solutions Ars saw from app-makers and major companies like Amazon at the recent AUVSI drone 
conference. 
Ars has contacted the Interior Department for comment and will update this post when we receive a 
response. Until then, official recourse could come if a drone gets in an accident and is recovered, as the 
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Drone inspects New Mexico river dam 
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NM (KRQE) – No one says the 100-year old Elephant Butte Reservoir Dam is 
in any danger. But it is the first Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) dam in America to try out drone 
technology for some of its safety inspections. 
“So when there’s new technology out there, we will take our structures within Reclamation, we will 
apply those under a research type activity, just to see if they can be used in the future,” said 
Reclamation Assistant Area Manager Ken Rice. 
Some in USBR are hoping drones will be able to find cracks and other issues and reduce the need for 
workers to hang over the sides of dams on long ropes. They also hope drones can reveal new 
information about the dam by surveying the structure with other sensors like infrared instruments. 
The drone buzzing around the Elephant Butte dam this week is a single-rotor small helicopter called the 
Avenger. Built by Denver-based Geotech subsidiary Leptron, it is packed with a high resolution camera 
and other sensors that can create an extremely accurate 3-D computer model of the dam. 
“It’s got essentially a military-grade GPS sensor in it,” said Geotech CEO Jeff Popiel. 
Ultra-high resolution photos can then accurately be stitched onto the computer model to make it 
extremely realistic. 
Dam managers say that if the model is realistic enough and detailed enough, it can improve their ability 
to monitor the health of the dam safely. Local dam workers and others from around the country help 
monitor Elephant Butte’s facility year-round. 
“They look at the exterior of the dam. They look at the interior of the dam. They look at the gates, the 
valves, the operators,” said Rice. 
 “Just like any new technology, currently everybody’s out there running around putting anything you can 
on a drone right now and then thinking that’s the way to do it,” Popiel said. “But it still has to be better 
data, safer data, faster data…it has to make sense.” 
Rice feels his Reclamation staff has a pretty good handle on the condition of the dam. Though the 
decades, they have learned what to look for to identify issues. 
“We know what this dam does,” said Rice. “We know the characteristics of the dam. So, therefore it 
helps us to look for anything that is not normal. Maybe a little out of the ordinary.” 
USBR experts said it will take more drone flights over the dam at different altitudes and angles and with 
other sensors to determine whether drones will become one of the tools in their safety toolbox. 
Many other industries and agencies such as agriculture, mining, law enforcement, the military and 
surveying firms have already started using drones to improve efficiency and get additional information. 
The Elephant Butte test inspection by drone flights were coordinated by America’s first and largest FAA-
approved drone study site, New Mexico State University’s Unmanned Aircraft System Flight Test Center 
(UAS FTC). Reclamation asked for NMSU’s help in experimenting with drone and sensor technology. 
“Is it going to be the ultimate?” asked NMSU FTC manager Dennis Zaklan. “No. What it’s going to do is 
give them a perspective that the analysts and the engineers have never had before.” 
“Every time we’ve used a UAS for a new application, it tended to be fairly focused,” Zaklan said. “What 
we have found is that as soon as they see the data and start processing it, new ideas come into mind. 
Different uses for different sensors to get more data. And I think we’re going to see that same thing with 
Elephant Butte.” 
Zaklan said the first one is going to give them a baseline from which to start, and then they can refine it. 
October is the official 100-year anniversary of Elephant Butte dam. Lots of special events and even tours 
of the facility are planned in Truth or Consequences. 
http://krqe.com/2016/06/29/drone-inspects-new-mexico-river-dam/ 
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Usage-Based Insurance for UAS Market 
Usage-based insurance (UBI) is exploding as a phenomenon in the auto industry. Now, Acend, a 
telematics, software and data science provider, will deliver that same groundbreaking service to the 
unmanned aerial systems (UAS) market. 
Through a strategic partnership between Acend and PrecisionHawk, a leading provider of aerial data and 
safety platforms for drones, commercial drone operators will be able to access and procure UBI through 
Acend’s simple automated platform. PrecisionHawk will provide Acend with drone data, including flight 
statistics and user approval. 
“By partnering with PrecisionHawk’s LATAS technology to provide real-time flight tracking information, 
Acend is building an innovative model to empower drone operators with a simple and secure way to 
obtain cost-effective drone insurance coverage,” said Christopher Dean, president and co-founder at 
PrecisionHawk. “The ability to simply pay a few dollars in a rapid micro-transaction is a game-changer in 
insurance accessibility for the average drone operator.” 
Willis Towers Watson, a leading global advisory, broking and solutions company, will serve as risk 
management advisor and insurance broker for the Acend platform. Willis Towers Watson is a market 
leader in delivering risk management and insurance solutions to the aerospace, aviation and 
transportation sectors, and has extensive experience in telematics via its DriveAbility scoring platform. 
“We believe usage-based insurance is the future of the UAS market,” said Jason Saunders, president of 
Willis Towers Watson aerospace practice. “Our focus is on supporting the Acend platform by leveraging 
what we have learned from the auto industry to deliver UBI.” 
Today the process for drone operators to secure insurance coverage is time-consuming, inefficient and 
complex for both carriers and operators. This collaboration will address the complexities and analog 
nature of UAS insurance by bringing the power of data analytics, technology, and a pleasant user 
experience together. 
Acend’s platform streamlines the insurance process and enables carriers to deliver UBI to the market. 
“We are taking a user-centric approach to drone insurance,” said Acend CEO Steve Rabbitt. “We believe 
that creating an experience that is effortless for the consumer, in what is traditionally an inefficient and 
unpleasant process, differentiates Acend from other solutions. However, improving insurance is only the 
beginning of what Acend will do.” 
According to Rabbitt, Acend is already bringing partners to the platform that deliver value to customers 
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Property Drone Consortium Announces UAS Research Initiative 
The Property Drone Consortium (PDC), a collaboration that consists of insurance carriers, roofing 
industry leaders and supporting enterprises is pleased to announce a new research initiative with 
Rochester Institute of Technology, a renowned world leader in imaging science. 
The program will assess the usefulness of various Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and a variety of 
sensors for up close property inspection. 
“The unique collaboration to enhance commercial use of unmanned aerial imaging is very powerful for 
the members of the PDC. The PDC expects to assess imaging technology that will enable safe operations 
and inspections while gleaning far more than the eye can see,” said Charles Mondello, President of the 
PDC. 
Within the past year, the PDC has secured a number of FAA regulatory approvals including Section 333 
exemption grants, a 333 amendment and blanket Certificates of Waiver or Authorization to permit the 
use of a variety of UAS platforms for aerial data collection including the inspection of properties for the 
insurance and construction industries. The PDC is working closely with the IBHS to lead the research 
effort that focuses on the collection and processing of intelligent images utilizing drone platforms and 
their subsequent assessment for property exteriors, specifically roof damage detection. Now the 
addition of detailed imaging sensor work will drive the awareness of drone capabilities in the sector. 
“RIT looks forward to applying its expertise in remote sensing, sensor technologies, and machine 
learning to help the Property Drone Consortium to utilize unmanned aerial imaging to its fullest 
potential,” said Professor Carl Salvaggio. “We have never before had access to the data that these 
platforms and miniaturized sensors will allow us to collect. This data will enable us to see many roof 
maladies and allow our students to develop methods for automatically identifying these features from 
the imagery, enhancing the insurance and roofing industries ability to do an even better job of 
protecting their workers and the public they serve.” 
PDC President Mondello explained that this research is the tip of the PDC program. “We are looking at 
funding additional programs in close proximity operations. The PDC is focused on partnerships within 
the public and private sectors to best understand how the UAS can be safely integrated in inspections 
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SENSORS/APPLICATIONS: 
US Nuclear Corp Announces Aerial Radiation Detection 
In this time of multiple threats to our security: dirty bombs; cyber crime; shooters in public places; 
homemade bombs; misinformation; etc. we feel extremely vulnerable; perhaps more vulnerable than 
ever before.   
With the advent of Drone technology now available for commercial applications, technology previously 
only held by the military, the opportunity has come to unite Drone Technology with aerial sensors.  
Drone mounted aerial sensors are typically:  thermal, radar, camera, surveillance, and sensors mounted 
on UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). 
Now there is the DroneRAD.  Radiation detection instruments mounted on a Drone for aerial radiation 
detection, surveillance, and locating.  Technical Associates, a division of US Nuclear Corp, provides 
sensors for both airborne radiation and for the search and location of radioactive materials: Alpha, Beta, 
Gamma, Neutron.  Gas filter sample collection for chlorine, biological particulates, and aerosols such as 
anthrax and nerve gas is also available via the DroneRAD. 
Partnering with FlyCam UAV the DroneRAD detector system is mounted on FlyCam UAV’s Cypher 6 
drone for Aerial Radiation Detection, the first of its kind.  Utilizing a six motor drone copter provides 
security, a ten pound payload, and longer flight times.  Applications for this technology are diverse such 
as airborne radiation detection in terms of a plume, search detector for dirty bombs or questionable 
packages, field surveys for depleted uranium.   
The benefits of Aerial Radiation Detection are many including: saving man hours compared to handheld 
detection of large areas; protection of the operator by remote detection of smuggled source; remote 
surveillance of buildings and vehicles; mapping airborne plume emissions from stacks or other sources; 
mapping background radiation of large areas; monitoring facility perimeters which promotes 
maintaining regulatory compliance; avoiding exposure during a questionable event. 
US Nuclear Corp provides the DroneRAD Detector System: sensors and software and readout 
technology; FlyCam UAV’s Cypher 6 drone with controllers and hard shell case for ease of transporting 
the full system; and flight and radiation measurement instruction.  
Nuclear radiation sensor instrumentation suitable for Drone application is new to the market place.  The 
DroneRAD system has a widely diverse application and includes conducting Gamma and/or Neutron 
radiation surveys of the ground, buildings, and vehicles, Uranium surveys of landfills and K-40; 
background radiation surveys for construction and development, and airborne hazards. 
The DroneRAD system mounted on FlyCam UAV’s Cypher 6 drone provides a versatile, durable, and easy 
to use system and has an approximate launch time of five minutes with wireless download of data.   
http://www.environmental-expert.com/news/us-nuclear-corp-announces-aerial-radiation-
detection-664123 
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How to catch drones smuggling drugs into prison 
SAN FRANCISCO- It was your usual stockpile of prison contraband: six tightly wrapped packages filled 
with drugs, tobacco, rolling papers and porn. 
But instead of smuggling them into prison the traditional ways (employees, visitors, baked goods), 
Maryland inmate Charles Brooks arranged to have a drone fly the cargo over a 12-foot barbed wire 
fence and drop them in the yard. 
Drone smuggling operations are an increasing nuisance to correctional facilities around the world. Most 
prisons are fortified with spotlights, armed guards and cameras, but don't have the technology to detect 
unmanned aerial vehicles. 
"They use drones to deliver contraband to a single cell window. This is the logistics chain Amazon is 
dreaming about," said Joerg Lamprecht, founder of drone detection startup Dedrone. 
Dedrone sells the DroneTracker, a 17-inch-wide device that looks like a white plastic ceiling fan and can 
detect a drone within 1,640 feet in any direction. 
Prisons are a major market for Dedrone, but it's not the only entity battling unwanted aerial visitors. 
Celebrities want to keep paparazzi or industrious fans from flying cameras over their mansions. Airports 
and government buildings are on high alert for security breaches. Data centers are wary of being hacked 
by a drone flying overhead. Sports stadiums are constantly looking out for drones attempting to film 
games. 
The DroneTracker's hardware is packed with cameras and sensors. There are microphones that can 
detect the sound of a drone, cameras that use image detection to identify drones day or night, and radio 
frequency scanners that pick up communications between drones and the ground. 
When a drone cruises into DroneTracker's domain, it sends a real-time alert to someone on the ground. 
That's where things get a bit complicated. 
Prisons can simply wait for a drone to drop a package and then confiscate it. More aggressive actions 
might break the law. 
A jammer can bring a drone down, but they're illegal in most places. The devices create massive 
disturbances and can interfere with WiFi, radio signals, and even helicopters. Certain federal buildings 
and prisons are able to get special authority to use them. 
Shooting down a drone is also usually against the law, though there is still some legal gray area. A man 
calling himself "the Drone Slayer" is currently fighting a lawsuit in Kentucky after he used a shotgun to 
bring down a drone over his home. He claims he was protecting his private property. 
Then there are the more creative solutions. Researchers in Michigan have designed a drone that catches 
other unwanted drones with a large net. The Dutch National Policy Agency trained a bald eagle to catch 
drones in its claws. 
At $6,900, the DroneTracker isn't for regular people worried about a camera peeping in their windows. 
But the problem of unwanted drones is just beginning -- more than 700,000 drones ship every month 
around the world. 
More consumer drone detection systems will likely appear in the coming years. Possibly followed by a 
boom in attack eagles. 
http://www.news4jax.com/news/how-to-catch-drones-smuggling-drugs-into-prison 
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Air Tractor Enters UAS Market 
Crop-spraying specialist Air Tractor, Inc. has announced its expansion into the field of unmanned aerial 
systems. The recent acquisition of Hangar 78 UAV, and its flagship aircraft, the Yield Defender 
unmanned aerial system (UAS) will create the foundation of Air Tractor’s development and visionary 
integration of unmanned technology to complement its core agricultural and fire-fighting aircraft lines. 
“We have done our research, and it’s clear that aggressively investing and further developing unmanned 
aerial systems into agriculture will enable Air Tractor to remain an industry leader and provide the latest 
technology to ag producers as UAS capabilities mature and are integrated into the industry,”  
Yield Defender offers true turnkey solutions spanning multiple disciplines to provide customers product, 
service and data processing in the UAS sector. The Yield Defender provides immediate solutions and 
implementation of a broad spectrum of UAS capabilities to include, but not limited to mapping, analysis, 
and thermal imaging. Air Tractor’s diversification and expansion of its product line will position the 
company to take advantage of the emerging UAS market and growth which are predicted to exceed 
$82US billion by 2025 (AUVSI Economic Report 2013). 
Yield Defender is an unmanned aerial system specifically engineered to serve the agriculture industry. 
The UAS is an impressively designed machine with onboard systems that maximize its capability and 
value to the industry. Sensors using Near Infrared (NIR), thermal imaging, and Light Detection and 
Ranging (LIDAR) technology integrated with CropVue web based flight management provide advanced 
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Enabling live video feeds in UAVs 
As the president of a technology company, I have seen my share of equipment innovations and trends, 
some which can be used across a wide spectrum of users. Drones — to be more specific, unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs) — fit that description perfectly. Used broadly, the term can apply to toys that can 
be used to annoy the family cat in a YouTube video, or it can apply to military and industrial 
reconnaissance and situational awareness applications that are often matters of life and death. There 
are some obvious reliability and durability factors that must be in place for the latter. 
The core benefits of using fixed and rotary wing drones/UAVs in military applications are well 
established: for reconnaissance and battlefield situational awareness applications, drone systems can 
accomplish missions deemed too risky or difficult for traditional manned aircraft. They can sometimes 
replace aircraft costing millions of dollars. 
When considering a drone for a military application, clearly-defined mission requirements, which layout 
the range, altitude, duration of flight, required payload, navigation, sensors and video or image capture 
requirements are needed. The mission profile drives the selection of the drone and video platform.  
While quickly and easily maneuvering in and around a target area is important, for most applications the 
ability to get live video from the drone is the real mission-critical aspect. If the drone records the video 
and has to return to its station to offload that content, key decisions will be delayed. Typically, a drone 
will use one over-the-air transmission media for control, which requires a minimal amount of data, and a 
second transmission for the real-time video down-link. In all drone applications, the size and weight of 
the video system and its power requirements are important, as they can effect flight time. 
The system must also be robust. The over-the-air modulation must be resistant to interference and 
multi-path signal reflections. In the old days of analog video transmission, anyone in a video 
broadcasting situation would rarely use the term “robust” to describe their transmissions from the field. 
Then came digital and Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) modulation. To a 
large extent, a problem was solved. Unlike other modulation schemes, COFDM maximizes its 
parameters for uncompromised reliability. In the presence of interference, it does not back down. 
COFDM has provided robust, non-line-of-sight video transmission over extended distances for two 
decades or more.  
One technology that is quickly gaining traction within the military-drone community is the ability to 
broadcast video to multiple devices. While consumer drones rely on WiFi technology to transmit to a 
single view terminal within a short range, military applications allow for multiple disconnected devices 
to see a drone transmission, sharing the video across a wide area, wirelessly. 
Moving forward, smaller-sized drones with more efficient power systems that allow for additional 
sensor systems are trending up. Communications systems that will enable command and control of a 
swarm of UAVs flying in close proximity are also on the near horizon. 
When thinking of drones, it is key to remember that it’s still early days in the evolution of drone 
technology and its regulation. Many emergency management office and police departments have been 
granted waivers and exemptions to operate UAVs and are just starting to explore this technology. For 
applications within the U.S., the FAA is playing catch up on the technology to some extent, for both 
consumer and professional drone usage. For this emerging trend, it’s also important to watch what’s 
happening in related markets.  
A UAV is a tool, and choosing the right tool for important jobs is critical. While there is superficial 
similarity between the myriad “consumer” drones and the technologies they carry on board, the issue of 
reliable live transmission of video requires professional, COFDM-based transmission when used for law 
enforcement and military applications.  
http://mil-embedded.com/guest-blogs/enabling-live-video-feeds-in-uavs/ 
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to inspect Deep Tunnel Sewerage System 
• PUB is exploring the use of UAVs for inspection of the Deep Tunnel Sewerage System, a superhighway 
that channels used water via gravity to a centralized water reclamation plant for treatment and further 
purification into Newater. 
• UAVs fitted with sophisticated sensors and cameras can be used to record images within this sewer 
tunnel, at depths of between 18m and 50m. 
• Sensors also record the exact location where a photo was taken, facilitating follow-up action. 
Smart water grid sensors  
• Multi-sensor probe installed in water pipes to monitor water pressure, flow and quality. 
Telemetry unit transmits the data wirelessly to a central system for analysis.  
• In the event of any irregular readings and analysis, the system will notify PUB to carry out the 
necessary repair or recovery work. 
Automated Meter Reading systems 
• Monitor and collect water consumption data continuously. 
• The data is used for water consumption behavioral analysis. 
CCTV s and image analytics 
• Installed at public drains near construction sites to monitor silty discharge. 
• A central server receives the images for analysis. 
• More than 300 CCTV s at 250 construction sites have been linked up to the system. 
Robot “swans” to monitor reservoirs 
• The New Smart Water Assessment Network (NUSwan) may look like a swan but it is no birdbrain. Built 
that way to blend in with the environment, the autonomous robotic platform carries out real-time 
monitoring of water quality. They have been tested and are ready for “release” at selected reservoirs. 
• They can be remotely controlled or assigned pre-defined tasks (for example, perform scanning of a 
given area or collect water samples) which they can carry out autonomously. 
• They can be used as sensing nodes that provide good spatial coverage. 
• The real-time monitoring will enhance response time to emerging events at the deployed location. 
• These robots can collect water samples and, among other functions, measure pH, temperature, and 
conductivity of the water. 
http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/pub-gets-smart 
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Remotely operated unmanned aerial vehicle combined with radiation mapping software 
Riser (Remote Intelligence Survey Equipment for Radiation) reduces dose to operators and effectively 
characterizes historic facilities to enable decommissioning progress.  
Background 
The 1957 fire at Sellafield’s Windscale Pile left radioactive contamination levels too high for 
decommissioning work to start. Although the intervening years have reduced these levels, remotely 
operated equipment is still needed to establish how the chimney can be cleaned out and dismantled. 
https://youtu.be/LQyoe8tOJHM 
Solution 
The lightweight Riser (Remote Intelligence Survey Equipment for Radiation) system combines 2 separate 
pieces of technology, drones and radiation mapping software, that have both received R&D funding 
through different routes. 
In 2009, Createc’s N-VisageTM radiation mapping software project received a £50,000 investment from 
the NDA, enabling continuing development during the critical early stages. 
Three years later, the NDA was part of a joint investment by government organizations in a wide range 
of UK nuclear R&D projects. This led to the collaboration between Createc and aerial systems specialist 
Blue Bear, together with on-site trials at Sellafield - and Riser was the result. 
N-Visage(TM)’s tailor-made technology detects and maps radiation with pinpoint accuracy, producing a 
3D high-definition picture of contamination, quickly and safely. Developed and exhaustively tested over 
a number of years, the compact, lightweight N-VisageTM system has already been used inside one of 
the reactor buildings at Japan’s Fukushima plant. The system is compact, lightweight and can be 
deployed though small openings, in tight spaces and in high-dose environments. Dose to operators is 
reduced as the technology is remotely deployed. 
After many trials, Riser was deployed in the Windscale Pile where it has provided hugely valuable 
information about internal contamination that will enable decommissioning plans to be drawn up. 
The drone, or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), is less than one meter in diameter and navigates using its 
‘collision avoidance’ capability. Able to maneuver accurately inside complex industrial spaces, data is 
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COUNTER UAS: 
Lockheed radar tracks drones 
Lockheed Martin's AN/TPQ-53 counterfire radar has demonstrated a capability to identify and track 
UAVs, passing that information to friendly command centers. 
The test occurred during the Army’s recent Maneuver Fires Integration Experiment (MFIX) at Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma. 
"In the demonstration, the Q-53 radar showed it can be readily adapted to provide both air surveillance 
and counter fire target acquisition in one tactical sensor," a Lockheed Martin news release said. "The 
radar identified and tracked several unmanned aerial systems and provided data to Forward Area Air 
Defense Command and Control. Simultaneously, the Q-53 radar performed its original mission by 
providing accurate targeting data on rockets, artillery and mortars, providing a multimission radar 
(MMR) capability." 
The Q-53 is solid-state, phased-array radar that determines the location of indirect enemy fire. 
"The demonstration showed that the Q-53 radar can provide soldiers in combat real time awareness of 
air threats,” Lockheed Martin Q-53 program director Rick Herodes said. “The inherent flexibility of the 
Q-53’s active electronically scanned array (AESA) hardware architecture allows us to constantly evolve 
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Death to (Tiny) Drones: New Technologies Compete at Quantico 
The military is devoting more and more attention to the threat of hostile drones on the battlefield, but 
what to do about the dangers posed by tiny micro-drones, especially in urban areas, where simply 
shooting them down isn’t usually a good option? Eight finalists in a technology challenge sponsored by 
the Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Aviation Administration 
will compete their proposed defense systems Aug. 12-19 at Marine Corps Base Quantico, Va. 
Not to give the bad guys ideas, but it’s very easy to put these things in a backpack and carry them 
wherever you want and set them up and launch them,” said Duane Blackburn, a science and technology 
policy analyst for MITRE, a quasi-federal, not-for-profit corporation that devised and is running the 
Counter-Unmanned Aerial Systems (C-UAS) Challenge. 
The finalists, chosen from 42 entrants who submitted white papers, range from small startup companies 
to Lockheed Martin Corp., which will demonstrated its ICARUS anti-UAS system. The counter-drone 
schemes they will demonstrate range from a handheld jammer called Dronebuster, which the Air Force 
is already using to defend some nuclear bases, to elaborate systems of sensors and other hardware that 
promise to detect, identify, track, disrupt and even take control of unidentified drones. 
The finalists will have to prove their claims against drones flown at the Urban Training Center at 
Quantico, a set of crude buildings usually used to train marines to fight in cities. The winners won’t get 
any federal contracts – at least not directly – but MITRE will give the owners of the best end-to-end 
system $60,000 and award $20,000 each to the best detection system and best interdiction system. One 
entrant could take all three prizes. The main idea, Blackburn said, is to stimulate inventive counter-
drone technology. 
The MITRE challenge echoes more elaborate efforts the military has pursued for years, first in a joint 
annual exercise called Black Dart and more recently in a series of tests conducted by the Army Rapid 
Equipping Force called Desert Chance. But unlike those events, MITRE’s C-UAS Challenge is focused 
exclusively on micro drones, defined as those that weight less than five pounds. And unlike the armed 
services, which are testing lasers and other weapons to shoot drones down, MITRE wants only solutions 
that can be used in crowded cities without collateral damage. 
Coming up with ways to deal with the small drone threat is among the trickiest problems military and 
security agencies face these days because the devices are so small, so easy to use, and are proliferating 
so rapidly. More than 700,000 small drones were purchased in the United States last year, according to 
MITRE. The FAA has just issued regulations that will take effect Aug. 29 governing those weighing less 
than 55 pounds, but terrorists and criminals don’t care about regulations, and ignorance among 
innocent drone users is an even greater threat. 
On the battlefield, “counter-drone is all about bad actors putting explosives onto drones or spying on 
FOBs (forward operating bases), which is a real threat, but there is this whole huge giant missing piece in 
the counter drone movement, which is just counter drone-stupidity,” said Jacob Sullivan of Radio Hill 
Technologies, a Portland, Ore., company among the finalists in the MITRE challenge. “We’re capable of 
damaging ourselves a lot without any bad intent.” 
Airline pilots the world over have reported seeing small drones flying dangerously close during take offs 
and landings. Small drones flown over sporting events have fallen into crowds, causing injuries, as 
happened June 11 to a woman at a 5K race in Quebec. Last weekend, drones flying over wildfires in 
California interfered with airlifts of firefighters and water drops by tanker aircraft. 
If caught, the operators of those drones would be subject to charges and fines, but therein lies part of 
the problem. It can be exceedingly difficult to detect, identify and track small drones – especially micro-
drones – and even harder to trace them back to their operator. 
MITRE (whose name is a meaningless non-acronym) and the sponsors of the C-UAS Challenge decided to 
focus on micro-drones because, “If you look at what’s happening in homeland and national security and 
terrorism and all that, the big threat we’re really scared about is not a nation coming at us with all their 
nukes, it’s a lone actor doing something stupid,’ Blackburn said. 
There’s also the problem of how to deal with small drones once you have a bead on them. “You can’t 
just shoot down something above the Super Bowl,” Blackburn said. 
One  finalist system, SkyWall 100 from Open Works Engineering of Riding Mill, England, promises to 
bring down targets with a net that deploys from a projectile fired from a compressed air shoulder 
launcher. The net grabs the drone, a parachute deploys, and both float gently to the ground, as in this 
marketing video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6tT1GapCe4#action=share 
A more intricate solution is being offered by Department 13 International Ltd. of Falls Church, Va., 
whose MESMER software hacks and alters a target drone’s radio frequency protocols — something hard 
for the target drone operator to detect, according to company founder Robi Sen – and tames it, in 
essence. 
“MESMER comes from ‘mesmerize,’” Sen explained. “Once you’ve got that drone, you own it.” 
Other finalists: KNOX system, from MyDefence Communication ApS, Nørresundby, Denmark; 
DroneBlocker, from TrustComs/Trifecta Global, Versailles, France, and Beltsville, Maryland; and 
DroneRANGER, from Van Cleve & Associates, Alexandria, Va. 
http://breakingdefense.com/2016/07/mitre-seeks-micro-drone-defenses-for-dod-dhs-faa/ 
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INTERNATIONAL: 
Research the Drone Flight Laws in Your Country with this Guide 
We’ve talked at length about how to legally and safely fly your drone in the United States. Globally, 
however, the rules can vary quite a bit. This guide helps you find out what the rules are in your country. 
 How to Fly Your Drone Legally and Safely      
Last week, I got my very first remote-controlled quadcopter, a Parrot AR Drone 2.0. Usually, when I … 
http://lifehacker.com/how-to-fly-your-drone-legally-and-safely-1766635303 
The guide, from enthusiast site Heliguy, breaks down drone laws (where applicable) by region and 
country. Major countries like the UK, China, Japan, Australia, and several others are listed along with 
brief descriptions of their drone laws and links to find out more. Not every country is represented, so if 
you don’t see your nation on the list, be sure to check with your government’s equivalent of the FAA to 
find out what the rules are for your area. No matter what, always follow a few basic safety rules when 
flying. 
Heliguy’s Guide to Global Drone Regulations   
https://www.heliguy.com/blog/2016/06/14/heliguys-guide-to-global-drone-regulations/ 
http://lifehacker.com/research-the-drone-flight-laws-in-your-country-with-thi-1782878853 
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COMMENTARY: 
Armed Drones 'Could Have Made a Difference' at Benghazi, Lawmakers Conclude 
The U.S. military response was perplexingly inadequate Sept. 11, 2012,  the night Americans were 
attacked by Islamist terrorists in Benghazi, Libya. 
That’s one overarching conclusion reached by two leading Republicans on the House Select Committee 
on Benghazi after an investigation lasting a year and a half. 
Armed U.S. drones “could have made a difference,” they say. 
“Until now the administration has led us to believe the military did not have assets, men, or machines 
close enough or ready enough to arrive in Benghazi in time to save lives,” Reps. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, and 
Mike Pompeo, R-Kansas, write. “An asset that could have made a difference would have been armed 
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Can Drone Swarms Save America's Aircraft Carriers? 
Since the time of American hegemony, aircraft carriers and their air wings have been used effectively to 
control the surface of the oceans and conduct strike operations. That time is over. 
Today, U.S. Navy carriers’ capability to conduct the strike mission is still excellent. They have been 
invaluable in supporting the projection of power ashore in limited conventional and unconventional 
campaigns. But why do American citizens hand over their hard-earned money to buy carriers? Not to 
drop bombs on insurgents, but to violently wrest control of the sea from any state that decides to tilt 
with our navy. 
While supporting power projection ashore is a carrier’s most frequent mission, the more important 
mission will always be sea control. The United States has not had a serious rival for control since the 
1940s, when naval warfare was aircraft dominant. Since then, missile technology has continued to 
become cheaper, more accurate, greater in range and more widely employed. Not only is naval 
technology changing, but adversary intent is also evolving. Russia, Iran and China plan to contest sea 
control at the operational level, threatening how the U.S. Navy does business. 
Asking “where are the carriers?” when a crisis arises will be less and less relevant if the Navy doesn’t 
catch up to the missile-dominant battlefield. As it currently stands, carriers are far too vulnerable to 
steam into potential hotspots like the Baltic Sea, Strait of Hormuz or Taiwan Strait. By holding our most 
powerful vessels at great risk, our opponents are able to push our strongest capabilities out of optimal 
range, greatly degrading our naval deterrent. 
The solution for sea control is not necessarily to replace the carrier, but to make it relevant to the age of 
the missile salvo. We need a system that is more difficult for our adversaries to target, has greater range 
than opposing weapons systems and adds redundancy to a fleet of only ten carriers. 
A swarm of unmanned vehicles fits the bill. This family of weapons would come in four distinct types, 
each with a specific task: Control, Identify, Fire and Resupply. 
Control units would be where humans interface with the swarm. A swarm control unit should be able to 
be installed in an aircraft carrier, an aircraft, a ground command post or in its own vessel. Multiple 
nodes of control aboard multiple platforms will prevent our enemies from targeting a single point of 
failure in order to shut down the swarm. All of the already existing targeting intelligence created by the 
military should be easily receivable by these control units, allowing them to pass off targets for strike. 
Identify units would act as the swarm’s organic intelligence assets. In the air and on the sea, these 
unmanned autonomous units would collect information on enemy targets in the air, surface and 
subsurface, and then send the locations back to control units or directly to fire units. To extend range, 
any unit within the swarm should be able to act as a communication relay, so that critical information 
gets back to a control unit where a human can make decisions. 
Fire units would be primarily floating or submerged vessels containing long-range and highly accurate 
antisurface and antiair missiles. Think of multiple submersible missile pods loitering in the sea until 
called upon by a control unit to break surface and fire. Once technology matures, fire units could also 
take on the sub-hunting role. 
Resupply units would be responsible for autonomous reloading of the fire units at sea in the most 
efficient manner possible. The Marine Corps adopted this concept on land with K-MAX, an autonomous 
resupply helicopter that hops from outpost to outpost, delivering supplies continuously day and night. 
This swarm of naval drones would be exceedingly difficult for our adversaries to detect and degrade, 
with each constituent part being relatively inexpensive. The swarm units would be small and potentially 
submerged, making them very hard to find. Cheap decoy units with realistic signatures could be 
employed, soaking up enemy munitions. The authentic units the enemy manages to destroy will be 
easily replaceable, as each unit would be plug-and-play with the larger network. 
For sea control, an aircraft carrier operating a drone swarm would provide the overmatch that the U.S. 
Navy seeks. The carrier can use the extreme range of the drone systems to stay in relative safety, while 
fire units tear holes in both the enemy’s Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance network and its 
missile network. Carriers and amphibious vessels could then exploit these holes to deliver the short-
range bloody grind of air sorties and assaulting Marines. 
Currently equipped, carriers are too short-ranged to credibly deter our rivals at sea. They may even 
provide an incentive for opponents to strike first, as flattops are a relatively large target and the 
psychological impact of sinking one at the onset of a conflict would be considerable. 
The platform-agnostic naval drone swarm would disaggregate the bulk of the Navy’s hurting power, 
which is currently tied up in the increasingly vulnerable carrier air wing. Instead of throwing gobs of 
money into missile defense to keep the carrier afloat (and being on the wrong side of the cost curve), 
Navy planners should be on the offense, looking to fire missile salvos from the swarm. 
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/can-drone-swarms-save-americas-aircraft-carriers-16763 
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New research considers 'growing' drones 
Can you chemically "grow" a military drone? 
It sounds like an idea for a science fiction film, but here in the UK scientists and engineers are spending 
time and money to see if they can do exactly that. 
British warplanes are already flying with parts made from a 3D printer. 
Researchers are already using that same technology to build drones. 
The military advantage is obvious - building equipment quickly and close to the battlefield - without long 
waits and long supply chains - gives you an enormous advantage over any enemy. 
Chemical reactions 
But the latest innovation being developed by Prof Lee Cronin at Glasgow University takes 3D printing to 
another level. 
With industrial advice from BAE Systems, he is developing something called a "chemputer" which, in 
theory, would be able to "grow" small scale unmanned aircraft, or drones in a laboratory. 
While a 3D printer physically makes the parts for a machine, the "chemputer" speeds up the chemical 
reactions from the molecular level. 
Such a breakthrough could mean it would take weeks rather than months or years to build an aircraft 
from scratch. 
Prof Cronin admits that creating even small aircraft out of chemicals "would be very challenging". 
But he says that by developing an autonomous digital synthesis engine they will be able to assemble 
"complex objects with minimal human assistance". At least at some point in the future.  
That still seems a long way off. But another innovation may be much nearer. 
High speed aircraft 
It sees the potential for developing military aircraft that could reach a target much faster than any jet. 
Flying at high speed and high altitude in space, it could also avoid air defense systems and anti-aircraft 
missiles. 
Rather than bombs, the rocket releases small surveillance drones. 
But it is clear the defense industry is already looking at their potential use on the battlefield. 
The advance for commercial flight too is pretty obvious, slashing the time to cross the Atlantic.  
Before dismissing such ideas as the stuff of nonsense, it is always worth remembering the speed of 
change. 
3D printers are being used widely by the military. 
I was recently on board a US Navy aircraft carrier which has its own 3D printer. 
Armed forces across the world are also relying much more on unmanned land, air and underwater 
vehicles that can work remotely. 
The US Air Force now trains more drone operators than fighter pilots. 
In fact its newest aircraft - the F35 - has been called the last manned fighter. 
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-36694899 
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